CONTRACT VEHICLE

GSA OASIS IDIQ

General Services Administration’s (GSA’s) One
Acquisition Solution for Integrated Services (OASIS)
Meeting agencies’ need for a full range of service requirements,
OASIS integrates multiple professional service disciplines and ancillary
services/products with the flexibility for all contract types and pricing
at the task order level.
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OASIS Overview

Services provided under OASIS meet the
professional service mission requirements
of all federal agencies, including all
organizations with the DoD and national
security communities. The scope of OASIS
spans many areas of expertise and
includes any and all components required
to formulate a total solution to a professional
services–based requirement. The six core
functional disciplines of OASIS are:
•

program management,

•

management consulting,

•

scientific,

•

engineering,

•

logistics, and

•

financial.

POOL 1: Engineering and

Consulting Services
Contract Number:
GS00Q14OADU141

•

Available to all federal agencies
worldwide and provides support for
commercial and non-commercial
requirements, allowing for the use of
various contract types to best meet
customer requirements.

•

Provides a streamlined, proven
acquisition process.

•

No program ceiling value, and the
period of performance is a five-year
base with one five-year option,
providing long-term planning for
complex program requirements.

•

Innovative-tiered access fee, ranging
from 0.10–0.75 percent.

POOL 3: Engineering for

Aerospace and Military Systems
Contract Number:
GS00Q14OADU340

POOL 6: Research and

Development in Aircraft
Contract Number:
GS00Q14OADU718

Established by and for the government in
1961, LMI is a full-service, not-for-profit
consultancy and trusted partner, free of
commercial and political bias. We help
create the right solutions:
•

Advanced Analytics. Repeatable,
scalable services that derive meaningful
insights from vast, complex datasets,
facilitating understanding and actionable outcomes to improve mission
effectiveness.

•

Digital Services. Modernized applications and infrastructure that increase
efficiencies, better secure information,
reduce costs, and increase the
scalability of government services
from IT strategic and advisory
services to implementation and
build-out of technology solutions.

•

Management Advisory Services.
Enhanced management of government
organizations, programs, and missions
via strategic and operational analysis,
evidence-driven improvement, and
governed planning and implementation.

•

Logistics. Robust, end-to-end logistics
support, including supply, sustainment,
transportation, maintenance, and
engineering.

OASIS Benefits

CONTRACT TYPE:
Multiple-award IDIQ;
all contract types

A Trusted Partner

Meaningful Results

Below are meaningful examples of our
work and client support:
•

•

•

•

Ensuring Military Readiness.
Supporting the Marine Air Ground Task
Force and Air Force Special Operations
with the V-22 Osprey, LMI uses
cutting-edge analytical tools to
calculate full-spectrum fleet readiness.
Supporting Grants Management.
Managing the full spectrum of
application review and awards for the
CMS, LMI developed requirements,
custom tools, reporting, and user
and reviewer training.
Innovating Workforce Transformation.
From the Department of State to the
U.S. Army, LMI’s powerful analytic tool,
OrgIQ, provides managers with deep
insights into organizational overlap,
redundancy, attrition risk, and more.
Transforming Financial Management
and Logistics. Implementing enterprise
resource planning (ERP), LMI enables
the Army to examine the true cost of
any piece of materiel and meet system
standards (Program Executive Office,
Enterprise Information Systems,
PEO EIS).
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•

•

•

Implementing Defense Materiel
Standards. We apply defense
materiel best practices and ERP
tools for Sweden’s Defence Materiel
Administration, including a serviceoriented architecture, IT acquisition,
system requirements definition, and
legacy system transition.
Improving Global Health Supply
Chains. We improve healthcare supply
chain operations through cost analysis,
financial management, and capacity
building, working with USAID, GAVI,
World Bank, and the Bill & Melinda
Gates Foundation in Kenya, Uganda,
Angola, Bangladesh, and Pakistan.
Modernizing Financial Systems.
Supporting 200 Army financial centers
around the world, LMI has deep
Department of Defense expertise in
financial management systems,
acquisition, and federal requirements,
including providing project cost and
schedule management and program
management support.

LMI Strengths

To every project, we bring:
•

Insight. Our innovative problem solving
affords valuable insights into possible
solutions.

•

Objectivity. Our independence ensures
we operate in an unbiased manner.

•

Practical Results. Our solutions are
outcome driven and results oriented.

•

Shared Purpose. Our spirit of public
service and deep knowledge of
government operations enhance
our recommendations.

•

Significant Value. Our net revenue
supports our mission—not
shareholders—delivering more
value for the dollar.

Place an OASIS Order

Visit GSA at www.gsa.gov/oasis. For
answers to questions about OASIS and
OASIS small business, OASIS training,
or general OASIS inquiries call GSA’s
National Customer Service Center at
+1.800.488.3111 or email oasis@gsa.gov.
ìì Learn more at lmi.org

